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Abstract

The Gridpoint Statistical Interpolation three-dimensional variational data assimila-
tion (DA) system coupled with the Weather Research and Forecasting/Chemistry
(WRF/Chem) model was utilized to improve aerosol forecasts and study aerosol direct
and semi-direct radiative feedbacks during a US wild fire event. Assimilation of MODIS5

total 550 nm aerosol optical depth (AOD) retrievals clearly improved WRF/Chem fore-
casts of surface PM2.5 and organic carbon (OC) compared to the corresponding fore-
casts without aerosol data assimilation. The scattering aerosols in the fire downwind
region typically cooled layers both above and below the aerosol layer and suppressed
convection and clouds, which led to an average 2 % precipitation decease during the10

fire week. This study demonstrated that even with no input of fire emissions, AOD DA
improved the aerosol forecasts and allowed a more realistic model simulation of aerosol
radiative effects.

1 Introduction

Aerosols are known to affect weather and climate by modulating radiation in the at-15

mosphere by either scattering or absorption of sunlight (direct effect, e.g. Rosenfeld
et al., 2008); thermodynamic effect on clouds (semi-direct, e.g. Hansen et al., 1997);
and altering cloud microphysical processes (indirect effects, e.g. Kaufman and Koren,
2006). Aerosols can scatter incoming solar radiation and cool both the surface and
atmosphere (Charlson et al., 1992; Kiehl and Briegleb, 1993). Conversely, absorbing20

aerosols, such as black carbon (BC) and dust can absorb solar radiation, which heats
the local atmosphere (Hansen et al., 1997).

One of the most important short-term effects of aerosols is the impact on local mete-
orological conditions, especially clouds and precipitation. These changes can be par-
ticularly pronounced during biomass burning events when large amount of aerosols25

are injected into the atmosphere (e.g. Koren et al., 2004; Wilcox et al., 2012). Several
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observational studies have shown evidence for aerosol-induced intensification and
weakening of convection with a critical aerosol optical depth (AOD) value (∼ 0.2–0.4),
below which additional aerosol enhances convection and precipitation but above which
additional aerosol weakens convection and precipitation (Koren et al., 2008; Rosenfeld
et al., 2008). For example, Koren et al. (2004) analyzed Moderate Resolution Imaging5

Spectroradiometer (MODIS) satellite data over the Amazon region during the biomass
burning season and found that smoke reduced cumulus cloud cover from 38 % in clean
conditions (AOD of ∼ 0.1) to 0 % in heavy smoke (AOD of ∼ 1.3). Andreae et al. (2004)
used in situ measurements of cloud condensation nuclei and cloud droplets over the
Amazon and found that the suppression of low-level rainout by biomass burning smoke10

tended to invigorate deep convective clouds, thus increasing precipitation. In addition,
aerosol-induced changes in the atmosphere may exert different effects on clouds de-
pending on the type of aerosols (absorbing or scattering) and the vertical distributions
of aerosols and clouds (e.g. Rosenfeld et al., 2008).

To accurately simulate aerosol effects, it is necessary to precisely simulate aerosol15

types and distributions. AOD data assimilation (DA), combining satellite derived AOD
observations with numerical model output, has proved to be skillful at improving aerosol
and AOD forecasts (e.g., Collins et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2011). Liu et al. (2011, here-
after L11) implemented AOD DA within the National Centers for Environmental Pre-
diction (NCEP) Gridpoint Statistical Interpolation (GSI) three-dimensional variational20

(3DVAR) DA system coupled to the Goddard Chemistry Aerosol Radiation and Trans-
port (GOCART) (Chin et al., 2000, 2002) aerosol scheme within the Weather Research
and Forecasting/Chemistry (WRF/Chem) model (Grell et al., 2005). Verification results
demonstrated improved aerosol forecasts from AOD DA over a week-long period while
studying a dust storm in East Asia. This aerosol DA system was also used to assimilate25

surface PM2.5 over the US (Schwartz et al., 2012, hereafter S12) and PM10 over China
(Jiang et al., 2013).

These previous air-quality oriented studies (L11; S12; Jiang et al., 2013) illustrated
the ability of aerosol DA to improve forecasts of total aerosol mass in terms of AOD,
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PM2.5 and PM10, but did not verify aerosol speciation forecasts. This work builds upon
L11 and S12 and serves two purposes. First, this study aims to verify the GSI 3DVAR
DA system’s capability to analyze and forecast aerosol species, including black carbon
(BC) and organic carbon (OC), during a fire event without fire emission input in the
WRF/Chem model. Second, the biomass burning aerosol radiative effects (direct and5

semi-direct) on clouds and precipitation in the downwind region during the fire event
are investigated.

2 Model description and experimental design

Version 3.4.1 of WRF/Chem was used and configurations mostly followed S12. The
model domain with 20 km horizontal grid spacing covered most of the Northern Hemi-10

sphere, although our analysis will focus on North American regions where a wild fire
occurred (Fig. 1). There were 57 vertical levels extending from the surface to 10 hPa.
Aerosol direct and semi-direct effects were implemented in WRF/Chem by linking the
optical properties of simulated GOCART aerosols (OC, BC, sulfate, dust and sea
salt) to the Goddard Space Flight Center Shortwave radiation scheme (Chou and15

Suarez, 1994). Aerosol optical properties, including scattering/absorption coefficients
and single-scattering albedos, are calculated by the “aerosol chemical to aerosol op-
tical properties” module built in WRF/Chem (Barnard et al., 2010). Aerosol indirect
effects were not implemented for GOCART with the WRF/Chem version used. The
WRF single-moment 6-class microphysics scheme and the Grell–Devenyi ensemble20

cumulus scheme (Grell and Devenyi, 2002) were used. Anthropogenic emissions were
provided by the 0.5◦×0.5◦ Reanalysis of the TROpospheric (RETRO) chemical compo-
sition over the past 40 years (ftp://ftp.retro.enes.org/pub/) and the 0.1◦ ×0.1◦ Emission
Database for Global Atmospheric Research (EDGAR) (http://themasites.pbl.nl/tridion/
en/themasites/edgar/). Over the US, the high resolution (4 km) National Emission In-25

ventory 2005 (NEI’05) emission was used for more accuracy (Kim et al., 2011). Emis-
sions of dust and sea-salt were parameterized within the GOCART model (Chin et al.,
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2002). The lateral boundary conditions (LBCs) for meteorological fields were provided
by the NCEP Global Forecast System (GFS). LBCs for chemistry/aerosol fields were
idealized profiles embedded within the WRF/Chem model as in S12.

To evaluate the GSI-WRF/Chem system’s capability of improving aerosol species
and simulating aerosol radiative effects during the fire event, which originated5

in the western US and sent smoke eastward during 13–18 August 2012 (http:
//earthobservatory.nasa.gov/IOTD/view.php?id=78881&src=ve), two DA experiments
were conducted. One experiment assimilated only NCEP conventional meteorological
observations (MET) while the other assimilated both meteorological data and MODIS
550 nm AOD retrievals (MET_AOD). Each experiment initialized a new WRF/Chem10

forecast every 6 h starting 00:00 UTC 1 August in order to spin up aerosol fields before
the fire event. For MET, GSI 3DVAR meteorological (surface pressure, 3-D wind, tem-
perature and moisture) analyses (Wu et al., 2012) were performed using the previous
cycle’s 6 h forecast (meteorological fields only) as the background, and aerosol fields
were simply carried over from cycle to cycle (similar to a continuous aerosol forecast).15

For MET_AOD, GSI 3DVAR updated both meteorological and GOCART aerosol vari-
ables every 6 h, again using the previous cycle’s 6 h forecast as the background. This
cyclic experimental design was also adopted by L11 and S12, who assimilated aerosol
observations only. No cross-correlation between meteorological and aerosol fields was
allowed in MET_AOD even though meteorological and AOD data were assimilated si-20

multaneously. More details related to AOD DA can be found in L11 and S12.
This design permitted a clear isolation of the impact of AOD DA. To investigate

aerosol radiative effects, 48 h forecasts were initialized at 00:00 UTC for each exper-
iment during the fire week. Hourly model outputs were analyzed. Since the meteo-
rological fields after 3DVAR DA in the two experiments were very close, the forecast25

differences of meteorological fields suggest primarily radiative effects due to fire emit-
ted aerosols.
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3 PM speciation verification

Surface observations, including hourly PM2.5 from the EPA AIRNow network and 24 h-
averaged BC and OC (available every three days) from the Interagency Monitoring
of PROtected Visual Environments (IMPROVE) network, were used for aerosol veri-
fication. Figure 1 shows the locations of these sites. The averaged AOD differences5

between the two experiments (MET_AOD minus MET) for the fire period (14–17 Au-
gust) are also shown in Fig. 1. Significant increases in AOD (∼ 0.4) over the western
US and the fire downwind region (FDR, indicated by the red rectangle in Fig. 1) were
produced after assimilating MODIS AOD.

Figure 2 shows the average PM2.5, BC and OC observations and model forecasts be-10

tween 1–22 August 2012 over the sites located in the fire originating area (western US
130–105◦ W) and fire downwind regions (eastern US 105–70◦ W). Model outputs from
the two experiments were interpolated to the observation sites. The 6 h WRF/Chem
forecasts of PM2.5 were compared with AIRNow observations at 00:00, 06:00, 12:00,
18:00 UTC. To compare the forecasts with IMPROVE 24 h-averaged (from 06:00 to15

06:00 UTC) BC and OC observations, the corresponding 6 h model forecasts were also
averaged. Observations (black lines) show large peaks in total PM2.5, BC and OC dur-
ing the fire event (13–16 August) in the western US, due to strong fire emissions. While
the experiment without AOD DA (blue lines) failed to reproduce those peaks and under-
predicted aerosol concentrations, most likely a result of the lack of fire emission input20

in the model, the experiment with AOD DA (red lines) substantially improved surface
PM2.5 forecasts. Furthermore, the peaks of individual aerosol species’ concentrations
(especially OC) were well captured with AOD DA, although OC and BC were still un-
derpredicted when the maximum concentrations were reached on 13 August in the
Western US25

Observations also show increased total PM2.5 and OC in the downwind region when
the smoke was transported eastward during the fire event. MET_AOD improved sub-
stantially the simulation with increased OC and PM2.5 when compared with MET. While
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MET exhibits a relatively small bias for BC, large low biases can be seen for PM2.5 and
OC in both regions even during periods without fire, which may indicate model defi-
ciencies related to emissions and other physical/chemical processes. AOD DA helped
correct these biases and improved the simulation for the total mass (i.e., PM2.5) and for
OC (and to a lesser extent for BC in the Western US) in this case.5

4 Aerosol radiative feedback

Fire emitted aerosols scatter and absorb solar radiation in daytime and thus can af-
fect the atmospheric temperature profiles. Averaged over the FDR region, which was
cloudier than the Western US during the fire period and thus cloud/precipitation fea-
tures were more likely to be modified through aerosol semi-direct effects, the time se-10

ries of hourly model outputs of day-2 forecasts (i.e., 24–47 h forecasts valid from 00:00
to 23:00 UTC) of 550 nm AOD and shortwave downward fluxes reaching the surface
(SWDOWN) from the two experiments are shown in Fig. 3a and b. The jumps in AOD
values from 23:00 UTC to 00:00 UTC are most likely the result of forecast range dif-
ferences (i.e., 47 h vs. 24 h forecast). The average AOD differences reach as high as15

0.16–0.20 on 17 August, which is almost 80 % of the total AOD from the MET_AOD
experiment. The average AOD differences were around 0.08 after 20 August when fire
emissions decreased. The AOD increase led to more aerosol scattering and absorption
in MET_AOD, which resulted in a SWDOWN reduction of ∼ 10 W m−2 during 15–18 Au-
gust with much smaller changes afterward. Also note that small SWDOWN differences20

occurred in the late afternoon of 15 August, which was likely caused by cloud feedback.
Similar to Fig. 3, Fig. 4 shows the FDR-averaged differences of 550 nm AOD, temper-

ature, relative humidity, vertical velocity, cloud liquid and cloud ice water as a function
of height and time (accumulated day-2 forecasts) between the two experiments. The
largest AOD increase due to AOD DA occurred at around 4–5 km altitude, indicating25

upward transport of fire emitted aerosols. This peak AOD height in the AOD DA exper-
iment is consistent with the altitude at which OC and BC had maximum background
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error variances (not shown). The decreased temperature below this level indicates that
the additional aerosols cooled the surface layer and planetary boundary layer (PBL,
∼ 2 km in the afternoon). A weak cooling appeared above the aerosol layer and a weak
warming was noted around 15 km. Temperature changed little in the aerosol layer, as
the absorbing aerosols (BC and dust) were not dominant in the FDR and no obvious5

differences of those species were evident between the two experiments (not shown).
The relative humidity differences roughly followed the temperature differences, with in-
creased RH in the PBL and above the aerosol layer. Cooler and moister air in the PBL
(below ∼ 2 km) facilitates low cloud formation from MET_AOD simulations (17–19 Au-
gust), which was especially pronounced on 17 August when the AOD increase reached10

its maximum. Middle level liquid clouds above the PBL and below the aerosol layer de-
creased, likely associated with deceased relative humidity. The ice clouds near the
tropopause also decreased, which may be related to the suppression of upward mo-
tion in the middle and upper troposphere (Fig. 4b). The aerosol direct and semi-direct
effects are consistent with Jacobson (2002) and the findings of middle and high cloud15

suppression are similar to Amazon fire events (Koren et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2012).
Figure 3c shows the average precipitation differences (red line, left y axis) between

the two experiments in the FDR and the corresponding total amount of precipitation
(mm grid−1) from model forecasts and Stage IV observations (black lines, right y axis).
Surface precipitation was suppressed: precipitation decreased by up to 0.03 mm grid−1

20

(7.3 %) late on 16 August and the average precipitation during the fire week was re-
duced by 2.0 %, perhaps associated with the suppressed middle clouds and ice-clouds
(Fig. 4d) (Rosenfeld et al., 2008). The radiative impact of aerosols on precipitation re-
ported here is consistent with Zhao et al. (2011) and Wu et al. (2012), who focused on
Asian dust and Amazon fires, respectively. Overall, WRF/Chem produced reasonably25

good precipitation forecasts when compared to Stage IV observations even though the
total amount was usually overpredicted.
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5 Summary

The GSI 3DVAR DA system coupled with the WRF/Chem model successfully simulated
surface BC, OC, and PM2.5 during a wild fire event without any fire emission input in the
model. By assimilating total 550 nm AOD retrievals from MODIS sensors, surface PM2.5
and OC in the fire originating regions were substantially improved compared to those5

when AOD was not assimilated. The increased aerosols in the downwind regions were
dominated by OC and other oxidized PM2.5 components, which are mainly scattering
aerosols.

Direct and semi-direct aerosol radiative effects due to aerosols in the downwind re-
gion were investigated. Enhanced scattering aerosol concentrations due to AOD DA10

cooled layers both below and above the aerosol layer, leading to changes in the tem-
perature, relative humidity, vertical velocity and clouds. We found that the radiative
effect of the enhanced aerosol (varied from ∼ 0.2–∼ 0.4) was to increase cloud amount
in the PBL and suppress middle level liquid clouds and high level ice clouds. A 2 %
average reduction of total precipitation due to aerosol increase was also evident. This15

study demonstrated the value of aerosol DA for more accurately depicting the aerosol
spatial distribution and speciation and thus allowed a more realistic model simulation
of aerosol radiative effects during a fire event even with no input of fire emissions.

Grell et al. (2011) showed that the inclusion of fire emissions and a plume rise
scheme resulted in strong modifications of cloud and precipitation features in high-20

resolution (10/2 km nested domains) WRF/Chem simulations with both direct and in-
direct aerosol feedbacks for a wildfire event over Alaska. However, in our initial trials,
the inclusion of GOES WF_ABBA (Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite
– Wildfire Automated Biomass Burning Algorithm) (Prins et al., 1998) fire emissions
led to a substantial overestimation of aerosol concentrations when compared to sur-25

face PM2.5, OC and BC measurements (not shown). The impact of AOD DA together
with the inclusion of fire emissions will be further investigated in the future.
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Figure 1. The domain for aerosol verification. The mean AOD difference between the two
experiments (MET_AOD minus MET, see text in Sect. 2) for 14–17 August 2012. The locations
of AIRNow (open circle) and IMPROVE (dot) sites are also shown. The red rectangle is defined
as the fire downwind region (FDR) used in the radiative effect analysis.
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Figure 2. The time series of model predicted (6 h forecasts) and observed PM2.5, BC and
OC, averaged over the (a) western (130–105◦ W) and (b) eastern US (105–70◦ W) during Au-
gust 2012. PM2.5 is in 6 h interval. BC and OC are in 72 h interval.
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Figure 3. The hourly model output of day-2 forecasts averaged over the FDR for (a) 550 nm
AOD, (b) shortwave downward fluxes and (c) precipitation during 15–21 August. Red lines: the
difference of MET_AOD minus MET (left y axis); black lines: the total amount from MET_AOD
(right y axis).
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Figure 4. Similar to Fig. 3, but for the FDR averaged differences of MET_AOD minus MET for
(a) AOD, (b) vertical velocity, (c) temperature (contours) and relaive humidity (color shaded)
and (d) liquid and ice clouds as a function of height and time.
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